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   A note from the Editors 
 
Yet again we are holding our 
breath and waiting to see what 
the Government will say about 
completely relaxing the 
lockdown measures, no social 
distancing, no face covering, I 
don’t know about everyone else 
but I’m not ready for such drastic 
changes and think that I will still 
continue for now to wear a face 
covering and social distance. 
Check out our Shawl and blanket 
on page 22 and 23 any donation 
of wool or squares would be 
excellent. 
Take Care everyone and Stay 
Safe. 
 
Sue & Melissa Boyden 
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Up the Wreake Book Club 

Let me know your views on these books, have you 
already read them or are you just reading them now?  
We will run this feature while we are in lockdown so 
we can all share what we are reading.   Let me know 
what you are reading? 

Email: sueboyden@msn.com 

The Gun Room by Georgina Harding 
 

The beginning of this novel plunges us into a 
conflict zone in the Vietnam war. We are a 
photographer on a US army helicopter, 
swooping above rice paddies with the sea at 
the Delta, a faint line. The Copter drops 
Jonathan on the edge of the village, and as he 
runs under the blades, we see the first body 
and smoke rising from the village. The speed of 
contrast between the normality of chatting to 
the friendly American pilot, and swiftly 
becoming part of a very recent war event is 
very well juxtaposed. 
 

Bodies are strewn around the village, some are still alive but dying, 
houses are on fire. There is smoke and destruction in all directions. 
Jonathan photographs everything, including a stunned US soldier, sitting 
with his gun between his knees. 
 
These photos, but particularly the one of the soldier, later become iconic 
images of the Vietnam War. 
 

mailto:sueboyden@msn.com
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The effect on Jonathan of his experiences here are the core of this novel. 
He moves to Japan, teaches English and lives in a small, neat flat in 
Tokyo. He photographs unemotional subjects: the slant of a high-rise 
building, crowds crossing a Tokyo street. In time he begins to appreciate 
nature: the curve of a tree seen from his apartment, spring blossom, 
formal Japanese gardens. We are aware that he needs to heal from his 
war experiences. 
 
Two people are central during this phase of his life: Kumiko a gentle 
young woman who becomes his lover, and Jim who rather unbelievably 
is the US soldier he photographed in Vietnam. 
 
Later we become aware of a tragedy relating to his father’s death on a 
UK farm. Harding entwines this boyhood event with the weight of his 
Vietnam experiences. 
 
This is a very visual novel: experience and emotion are felt through the 
prism of sight. Her powers of connectivity between the seen and the felt 
are extraordinary. In contrast to the dramatic beginning, the core of the 
novel is spooled out slowly, emotionally, beautifully, but in a very 
controlled way. The latter echoing the context of Japanese society, as 
Jonathan perceives it. 
 
The Gun Room (2016) is the first of a trilogy, followed by The Land of the 
Living (2018), and Harvest (2021).  
 
An earlier Harding novel, Painter of Silence (2012), which is also an 
excellent read, has a similar visual format. She has written a large 
number of novels of which I have only read The Spy Game (2010), which 
is in a very different style. 
 
 
 
Julie Phillips. 
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Through June we continue to experiment with different services in 

different places at different times in different forms. 

Our mid-morning Zoom worship continues each week, with an 

alternative or complementary in-person act of worship alongside. 
 

 

   

 

Sunday 6th June 

0830 Communion, RAGDALE 

1030 ZOOM Worship 

1345 Count on Nature : Walk & Tea, 

KIRBY 

Wednesday 9th June 

0915 Communion, FRISBY 

Sunday 13th June 

1030 ZOOM Worship : Rev'd James 

Skinner Farewell 

1530 Praise Service, Frisby 

Sunday 20th June 

1030 Communion, ROTHERBY 
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1030 ZOOM Worship 

Wednesday 23rd June 

0915 Communion, FRISBY 

Sunday 27th June 

1030 Morning Worship, HOBY 

1030 ZOOM Worship 

1500 Worship Service, FRISBY 

CHAPEL 

1800 Evening Prayer, KIRBY  

 

Sunday 6th July 

0830 Communion, BROOKSBY 

1030 Morning Worship, FRISBY 

Sunday 11th July 

1030 Morning Worship, RAGDALE 

Wednesday 13th July 

0915 Communion, FRISBY 

Sunday 18th July 

1030 Morning Worship, ROTHERBY 

Wednesday 21st July 

evening Bats in Churches Activity, 

HOBY 

Sunday 25th July 

1030 Communion, HOBY 

(w. Archdeacon Richard Worsfold) 

1500 Worship Service, FRISBY 

CHAPEL 

1800 Evening Prayer, KIRBY 
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Leicester’s Homelessness Charter aims to improve the way 
organisations and individuals work together to tackle homelessness in 
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the city, and to harness the enthusiasm of those who want to get 
involved but don’t know how. The charter provides a vision, values and 

principles that can be shared by all of those working to prevent 
homelessness in the city, and to support those affected by it. 

- - - - - 
The Charter provides a vision, values and principles that can be shared 

by all of those working to prevent homelessness in the city, and to 
support those affected by it. 

- - - - - 
The Charter came about because a number of organisations working in 

the field recognised that they can achieve more together than 
separately. They wanted to ‘join the dots’, eliminate duplication and 

address the gaps in provision and support. 
- - - - - 

The Charter was launched at Leicester Cathedral in November 2018, led 
by the Diocese of Leicester and following a series of lively and well-

attended workshops. Its first signatories were the City Mayor, the Bishop 
of Leicester, the Police and Crime Commissioner and the Dean of 

Leicester. Many others, including the Lord Lieutenant attended and also 
pledged their support. 

- - - - - 
The Charter has a committed oversight and management group, and a 

developing group of signatories and organisations actively working 
together. These include major institutions, businesses and statutory and 
voluntary sector bodies. There is greater understanding of who is doing 

what, and much better communication across the sector. 
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The Charter was launched at Leicester Cathedral in November 2018, led 
by the Diocese of Leicester and following a series of lively and well-
attended workshops. Its first signatories were the City Mayor, the Bishop 
of Leicester, the Police and Crime Commissioner and the Dean of 
Leicester. Many others, including the Lord Lieutenant attended and also 
pledged their support. 
- - - - - 
The Charter has a committed oversight and management group, and a 
developing group of signatories and organisations actively working 
together. These include major institutions, businesses and statutory and 
voluntary sector bodies. There is greater understanding of who is doing 
what, and much better communication across the sector. 
 

Key objectives 

• Ensure that anyone with no recourse to public funds has access 
to safe accommodation; 

• Increase the availability of affordable accommodation for those 
in housing need; 

• Tackle rough sleeping to ensure no-one is sleeping on the streets; 
• Improve local systems for homeless people through better 

partnerships and co-ordination; 
• Ensure the voice of those with lived experience is at the heart of 

designing services for people who are homeless. 

150 signatories and 36 organisations working together to tackle 
homelessness! 

 
Understanding Migrant Homelessness in Leicester 
 
Leicester’s Homelessness Charter is pleased to be launching a new 
project which focuses on migrant homelessness and destitution in 
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Leicester. The project, due to take place over the summer months, aims 
to learn from the personal experiences of people affected and gain a 
deeper understanding of the scale of the issue in Leicester. 
 
The project is a partnership between Homelessness Charter signatory 
organisations including One Roof Leicester and Leicester’s Red Cross 
Refugee Support Service. 
 

A Closer Look : "The Bridge" 

(Homelessness to Hope) 

Take a closer look at The Bridge – Homelessness to Hope, a local charity 
which has a strong Christian-ethos and began in 2009 with a mission to 
help people who are homeless in Leicester by providing them with hot 
food, drinks and most importantly, companionship. Today, The Bridge’s 
team and volunteers derive from many backgrounds and religions, all 
with one common goal : to help those who are on the street move from 
despair to hope. 
We spoke to Keith Neville, Case Manager who told us about his role 
within the charity. 
 
For more information please contact Eilidh Stringer 
: eilidh.stringer@actionhomeless.org.uk 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:Eilidh.stringer@actionhomeless.org.uk
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BAPTISMS 

"Will you support this child as they begin their journey of faith ... Will you help 

them to live & grown within God's family?     We will." 
 

15th August : Pippa Brutnell - 1 yr. old (Ro) 

29th August : Maddy Cuff - 1 yr. old (Fr) 

 
 

  
   

 

WEDDINGS 

"Will you ... support and uphold this couple in their marriage, now and in the 

years to come?     We will." 

15th May : Andrew Faulkner & Claire Williamson @ 1pm (Br) 

26th June : Gwyn Perkins & Natalie Watters @ 12pm (Br) 

3rd July : Sean Knight & Chloe Scott @ 2pm (Br) 

 
 

  
   

 

FUNERALS 

"O Lord, support us all the day long of this troublous life ...Then, Lord, in thy 

mercy, grant us a safe lodging, a holy rest, and peace at the last." 

11th June : Anne Smedley (Frisby) 

15th June : Eric Taylor (Kirby) 

18th June : Caesar Jeremy Pennell (Fr + Ho) 

21st June : Betty Jones (Ragdale) 
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JUNE 

Well, what can I say except everything seems to be all over the place? 
May was unseasonably  cold, wet and windy but the long-range weather 
forecast for June says a heat wave is on the way so I thinks it’s going to 
be a case of wait and see what we get, at least if the heat wave does 
come we will all, hopefully, have collected enough water to keep our 
young plants happy. 
I have not planted my brassica’s out,  I usually would at the May Bank 
Holiday weekend, under covers, I shall wait for a week later unless the 
weather is not suitable. The biggest problem is I shall have to put them 
into bigger pots, or they will become pot bound and turn yellow because 
of lack of nutrients in the old compost. Just another joy of gardening. 
 

                                
                              
 
 The salad leaves, spring onion, radish and pea shoots are doing really 
well in a large tub in the greenhouse and have kept me going for some 
weeks now, but I will have to start another lot of Cut and Come again 
leaves 1st week of June to keep me supplied, it is really handy just to pop 
into the greenhouse to collect my salad ingredients . 
The carrots in tubs are not making much progress due to the cold 
weather in May but I’m sure they will soon get going. 
The potatoes at the allotment are doing well , I’m really pleased I put 
them under cover until the middle of May so I shall be heaping them up 
this month. 
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 I’m still getting to grips with my new greenhouse and have found some 
things I’ve done this year I will do differently next year which includes 
starting the seeds off in the smaller greenhouse and then when they are 
pricked out transfer them to the bigger greenhouse ; it’s all a learning 
curve. 
Here’s hoping it’s a Flaming June to give our plants some long awaited 
heat. 
Happy Gardening 
Vida 
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Our Beautiful Countryside full of Bluebells 

 

 

Bluebells Although there are some bluebells in places like Swithland 

Woods and Old Dalby Woods, I discovered that Burrough Woods at 

Ratby is one the top five Woodland Trust sites in the country. I went to 

see for myself and there are 

carpets & carpets of 

bluebells plus a lovely open 

area of cowslips and many 

other wildflowers in these 

woods. As an ancient 

woodland it is unspoilt by 

management. In one of the 

open areas there is a 

monument to the British 

victims of the Bali bombings in 2002. Should you wish to explore next 

year the Sat Nav LE6 0XZ takes you to the Plough Inn at the top of 

Burrough Road. You can then park up, walk up the road and across the 

fields to the woods or you can drive up the road to the Car Park, LE6 0LF. 
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We walked across the fields and on entering the woods (before the 

ancient part) came across two chaps felling willow trees. They were to 

be used to make biomass fuel and we had a very interesting and 

informative conversation.  

 

                               

 

 

                                Jeanne Knowles Rotherby 
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Brooksby Church News 

Our three projects The bell was removed several weeks ago and is now 

being restored at Taylor’s in Loughborough. The work arranged to install 

louvres in the lucarnes has been put on hold until later this year when 

the young jackdaws will have flown from a nest in one of the lucarnes. 

The cost of these projects has been met by grants, donations from 

villagers and our own reserves. We are very grateful to all involved. A 

contractor has been appointed to carry out repairs to the stonework, 

however funds for this project are still being sought so the work cannot 

start at the present time. Weddings Despite the restrictions still in force, 

three weddings have taken place at St Michael and All Angels. The first 

was on 17th April between Aiden Thorpe & Lauren Johnson, limited to 

15 people so they kept it very simple and used the flower arrangement 

already in St Michael’s and were supported by John Norburn playing the 

organ.  

The next one was on 24th April between 

Joseph Mee and Stephanie Loversuch, 

again limited to 15 people and this time 

supported by Hannah playing her harp.      
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The final one was on 15th May 

between Andrew Faulkner and 

Claire Williamson both of whom 

travelled all the way from 

Grantham. Again, there was a 

limit of 15 people, and they 

were supported by John 

Norburn playing the organ. A 

florist from Bingham decorated 

the Church and the scent of the flowers was beautiful. This was our first 

wedding under the new electronic procedure of issuing Marriage 

Certificates. All went smoothly, there is still a signing ceremony, and we 

give them a Form of Acknowledgement designed by David and Vic and 

bound in pink ribbon to keep it special.  

Thy Kingdom Come As part of the 

worship linking Ascension and 

Pentecost, a short prayer Service was 

held in St Michael’s on Thursday May 

20th and the series of prayer walks 

around the 6 villages of the parish 

called at Brooksby Church on May 

21st and traditional Rogation-tide prayers said.  

 

Jeanne Knowles and Malcolm Britton Churchwardens 
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Marathon Walking along the Great Union Canal 

 

Having thought my days of completing 

a marathon were over, I was offered 

the opportunity to take part in a 

marathon walk along the Grand Union 

Canal raising funds for Loros. On 

Tuesday 18th May, an enthusiastic 

group of 18 walkers set off from Glen 

Parva to walk along the beautiful Great 

Union Canal to Foxton Locks and return. We were 

blessed with perfect walking weather all day, 

including some sunshine, although I was told there 

had been some sharp showers in the Upper 

Wreake area. We felt very fortunate. There are 

some lovely views along the canal across to 

Wistow, Kilby, Kibworth and Gumley and the 

riverbanks were teeming with different grasses and 

wild flowers. It was so peaceful only broken by the 

birdsong and we also saw ducks and swans with 

their families. There was a welcome stop at Bridge Barn Tee Pees, (glamping) 

for drinks. Someone suddenly wondered “where is the canal?” and of course 

we were walking over the Saddinton Tunnel, which is approximately 800 

meters in the dark if you are in a boat. We watched the boats navigating at the 

Foxton Locks staircase, where there were many people enjoying the sun and 

the relaxation of restrictions. We walked through the locks area to the picnic 

site on the far side where we stopped to eat our packed lunch and then set off 

on the return journey. Again, we stopped at Bridge Barn & this time we were 

greeted by Lyn Hastings, whom many of you know. Lyn had baked her famous 

cheese scones, plus flapjacks and brownies so it was fortunate we were able to 
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walk off the excess consumption on the final part of our walk. The Upper 

Wreake is a beautiful area, and we are very fortunate to live here but, it is good 

to discover other parts of the County which are also lovely.  

        

 

       

                               

Jeanne Knowles Rotherby 
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Project Knitted or Crocheted Squares to make Blankets. 

During Lockdown I have been busily Crocheting Shawls, Blankets and 

Granny Squares.   These will all soon be going to a local women’s refuge. 

Below are granny squares sewn together to form a blanket. 

                  

 

We would love to continue with this project, so if anyone would like to 

knit or crochet squares  6” x 6” that would be brilliant also if anyone has 

wool left over from something you have made and would like to donate 

it to us so that we can make more squares we would be very grateful. 
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Two Blankets and a Shawl 
 
Any help you can give us please email sueboyden@msn.com 
 
Sue Boyden and Leslie Case 

mailto:sueboyden@msn.com
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Step up to Great Mental Health 
 

  
The three NHS clinical commissioning groups covering Leicester, 
Leicestershire and Rutland are carrying out a public consultation into 
proposals to invest in and improve adult mental health services for 
people when their need is urgent, or they need planned care and 
treatment. 
  
Mental and emotional health problems represent the largest single 
cause of disability in the UK. One in four adults experience at least one 
mental health problem in any given year.  
  
We would like to give as many people in Leicester, Leicestershire and 
Rutland the opportunity to share their views, on what is a very 
important topic right now.  
   
The consultation, which runs until 15 August 2021, concerns the 
services delivered by Leicestershire Partnership NHS Trust, alongside 
some key partners. 
  
The Step up to Great proposals are set to deliver a number of 
improvements that will better support adults and older people who 
22need mental and emotional support urgently and for community 
mental health care and treatment planned in advance. 
  
The proposals would provide joined-up and easier access, for people and 
their families, to mental health care and provide more mental health 
care locally, including in people’s homes, meeting the needs of our 
communities. This will leave inpatient facilities to care for the most 
unwell people. They will also reduce long waits and help people to get 
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the right care, first time, providing a seamless experience with no 
unnecessary delays or need to continually repeat their story. 
  
The proposals will help improve the health and wellbeing of people help 
them to live the best life they can. 
  
We would encourage you to visit the 
website https://www.greatmentalhealthllr.nhs.uk to view the full 
consultation document and have your say via the consultation 
questionnaire. 
   
If you do need further resource to assist you with sharing the 
information on the consultation, please contact us on 0116 295 0750 or 
email beinvolved@LeicesterCityCCG.nhs.uk, and we will try our best to 
accommodate you. 
  
Thank you 
  
Sue Venables 
Head of Engagement and Insights 
Leicester, Leicestershire and Rutland CCGs 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://secure.membra.co.uk/EmailTracker105/Link.ashx?id=a1ddd69c-aa26-46d9-9f21-a6c58dfdbb7f&c=34&m=P00018611&o=0&k=0D64DE0DxDD&u=MES|a1ddd69c-aa26-46d9-9f21-a6c58dfdbb7f
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St Peters 

Kirby Bellars Cleaning Rota 

For March and April 2021 

 

 

 

 

Rotas April 2021 
 
Flower Rota 
 
 
 
 
Cleaning Rota 
 
 

 
30th May & 6th June 
Mrs M Brewster 
13th & 20th June 27th June & 4th 
July 
Mrs E Lovegrove 
 
Ann Machin 
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ROTHERBY HOG ROAST 

SATURDAY 31ST JULY 

17:30 – 21:00 

 
Rotherby is holding a Hog Roast and musical evening so that 

we can revive the wonderful social life that our village has to 

offer. 

 Hog Roast with stuffing 

 Apple sauce and a selection of salads 

 Selection of desserts 

 Bring your own drinks. 

  Vegetarian option (Must 

pre order) 

Tickets are limited so please order yours now. 

Tickets BEFORE 17th July        Tickets AFTER 17th July 

 

Children 10 & under FREE  

Teens & Adults £8 
 

Children 10 & under FREE  

Teens & Adults £10 
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Payment MUST be paid when ordering you tickets. 

 

Tickets available from:  

Bob Seager – Pump Cottage, 6 Main Street, Rotherby  Tel: 

01664 434317 

  robseage@hotmail.co.uk 

 Ruth Robinson – Ridgemere, 15 Main Street, Rotherby 

   rfrobinson@btinternet.com  

 

                 
 

mailto:robseage@hotmail.co.uk
mailto:rfrobinson@btinternet.com
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Support For Carers 
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Melton Mowbray Town Estates 
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Please post all copy for the July 2021 edition of Up The 
Wreake! To 
Sue Boyden 

Email: sueboyden@msn.com 

 
Mobile:07714752105 

 
While the magazine isn’t being printed the copy, deadline is 

the 20th of the month. 
While the magazine is in PDF only please let me know of 

any local businesses that would benefit from a mention in 
the magazine. 

 
 

 

           Fitness At Its Best   
Run Leaders and Coaches  
Sue and Melissa Boyden     

 

mailto:sueboyden@msn.com
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Number Puzzle 3 Answers 
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Dingbats 8 

Find the well-known phrases or sayings! 

  

1.    FEWFARFEW 
2. 0_ER_T_O_    

 
3.  HACAPND 

 
4.   WEEI < 

 
5.  C   O   N   K   E   

R 
                      TREE 

 
6.  HA HA 

HO HO 
HEE HEE HEE 
HEE 
 

 

7. EV      EN 
 

8. L 
                  O 
                      V 
                          E 

9. i.e.   . 
 

10. 1 3 5 7 9 
COME 

 
11. SHOTGU 

 
12.    GI          FT 

 

 

13. ROOD 
 

14. YPPAH  YPPAH 
       YPPAH  YPPAH 

YPPAH  YPPAH 
 

15.   TEKCIT 
 
16.   WAY   PUBLIC 

 
17.   WORKED 

              PAID 
 
18.    BUR 
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